
31st March 2018

'Investigation into 'Energies' During Trance Channelling'

Situation:   
'Trance Channelling', like so many forms of spirit communication, is very much 
misunderstood. 
The suggestion is when spirit links with a Channeller, the spirit communicator 
exerts various degrees of control, or overshadows the consciousness of the 
Channeller to a greater or lesser degree. This varies, depending upon the 
intent and conditions of communication, as well as the ability of the Channeller
to lend himself or herself to be overshadowed or controlled. 

Of Interest to PI UK:   

We have been researching differing types of spiritual contact and 
communication for sometime. These include seances and there various forms 
including table tipping and it was discovered, more by accident than design, 
that the area around the seances showed a marked change in the electro 
magnetic spectrum (EMF). We had already discovered that differing types of 
energy produces different types of readings, for example; what we would 
consider to be a 'white spirit energy' would change the higher frequencies of 
the EMF spectrum, where the 'darker spirit energy' would work within the 
lower frequencies. In both cases, this was fully dependant on the strength of 
the manifestation at the time readings were taken. We do conclude that if the 
right circumstances are met, something does change within the natural energy
spectrum when a Medium or similar is involved.

In principle, if a Medium/Channeller is working with energies, this energy 
should be a measurable force. The benefit to the Medium/Channeller is the fact
it may be possible to validate what the Medium/Channeller was/is feeling or 
sensing at any given time.

In the case of Trance Channelling, this is very different than a Medium 
conducting a public séance where others form a circle to boost energy levels as
well as providing grounding and protection, Trance Channelling is focused on 
just the channeller.

Location:   

White Feather Centre Widnes Cheshire.



Equipment:

Flir Thermal Imaging Camera – To monitor sitters.

PUK 2b – For data logging as follows:

1. Light.

2. Static.

3. Temperature.

4. Movement.

5. Ion and Static - Positive & Negative.

6. Barometric.

Roland R26 – For audio.

Mel Meter (EMF).

Full spectrum camera.

IR camera.

The Investigation: 
The sitting Channellers were at the rear wall area with others not directly 
involved were seated to the left and right.

We expected the room to be controlled but unfortunately a number of people 
were using mobile phones to take photos and access the internet, they were 
not in flight mode. It is advisable not to use mobile phones during this type of 
event as the EMF can be affected and some data gathered from measurements
can not be relied upon. The continued 'bleeps' from messages/whats-app on 
the phones also contaminated the audio and movie recordings taken. 

Of Note:

Thermal Imaging - °C

A number of thermal photographs were taken. The wall area showed between 
18.6 and 19.7°c  throughout the one hour investigation, this is just a 1°c 
change, showing the room temperature was close to constant. 



All the equipment was being used at the same time and monitoring the full 
spectrum camera, it was noted that a large black mass had manifested around 
one sitter to the left of the room which had some movement as noted on these
two images. Shadows can be seen on the other three sitters, but has 
disappeared from this one sitter and replaced by a large mass. 

Below photo shows the sitters shadow and light area behind her. On the 
above photos the shadow has disappeared and a large mass has replaced it. 



We then decided to use the thermal image camera to get a temperature of the
area that was now behind the sitter where the black mass had manifested, this

had earlier shown a temperature of 18.6°c. This now had a temperature of
8.8°c some 10°c lower than previously (see below).

As Investigators, we could not only see the black mass with our own eyes via 
the full spectrum monitor but we also had separate and additional evidence 
with the thermal image camera. The Paranormal PUK 2 was moved within 3 
feet of the sitter. This would then allow the PUK's five sensors to be closer to 
the area of interest. The PUK showed that the static energy within this one 
area was showing pulses of static energy spikes (see photo below) The bright 
object is just infrared LED reflections. 

The data logs from the PUK on this one hour investigation amount to 907
pages and we are still seeking to place this into a manageable format. This

report maybe updated at some point, we consider this to be an ongoing
investigation. 



Thermal Data Continued:

After approx 20 minutes the thermal camera was capturing facial temperature 
changes, noted by the colour. Due to the Flir using two laser strike pointers to 
register the temperature, we were unable to risk using these lasers by directly 
pointing them into the face of the sitter so the target was the wall behind. We 
have therefore relied upon the temperature heat signatures of the images to 
register and evidence this change.

As can be seen on these three images, the faces of the sitters remains red.

On these next images the faces have become colder and in many aspects 
taken on facial features. We have been unable to replicate these facial changes
under normal conditions.

Conclusion: It's difficult to explain the activity evidenced so far. We are seeing
unexplained temperature changes, visible energy masses and static electricity 
spikes. Given no such evidence was found when no one was sitting in a trance 
state strongly suggests the environment, as noted above, changes. The static 
electricity spikes, which in graph form looks like pulsing, is not something we 
have experienced before. Therefore given we already have data from previous 
séance investigations involving Mediums, shows as far as this type of Trance 
Mediumship is concerned, it does differ greatly. 



A fall in temperature of 10°c is huge and can not be easily explained. Nothing 
within the normal environment changed when we were present, no doors or 
windows were opened or heating changed. 

A Mel Meter was positioned next to the PUK but registered no changes to the 
electro magnetic field, only the static/Ion showed a change. 

If we now look at previous investigations with a séance, we recorded changes 
to the electro magnetic field.

This investigation with Trance, we have recorded changes to the Static/Ion 
environment. 

For explanation and to help the reader, I will explain what these mean.

Electro Magnetic Field EMF – These are electrically charged PROTONS.

ION – These are electrically charged PARTICALS, either negative or positive.

It has been confirmed that no air conditioning unit is in the building. We didn't 
feel this was a possible cause for the unexplained ION's being present, we 
would of heard it. But for reasons of accountability we have asked the question
anyway and it's been confirmed no air conditioning unit is/was present within 
the building we investigated. 

ION's being present in any building is rare as the causes for it are not 
numerous. If further investigative work is carried out at the location we would 
seek to use an ION meter which will record what type of ION partial is present,
either positive or negative. 

EVP – Due to the amount of noise from the people present the audio was far 
too corrupted to verify either way if anything was captured. Therefore we 
consider the audio evidence to be negative.

Future Investigations: Given more questions remain and the unusual nature of 
the evidence that was captured as noted above, there is considerable merit in 
investigating the venue and the trance activity again but in a more controlled 
manner. 

Report completed 11th June 2018.

Tony Hayes PI UK


